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It was an incredibly busy month at the pre-school 
room surgery. The kids where role playing as doctors 
and patients using their incredible imaginations to 
encourage lots of communication between them.  
 

Pre-school Room focused on It’s a Cold Dark 
Night. This book focuses on a hedgehog trying 
to find a place to sleep in the cold autumn 
nights. The kids have been using microphones 
to tell the story to their classmates increasing 
their confidence and communication skills. 
The toddler room focused on Where’ Spot? 
This has encouraged the toddlers to begin 
using positional language to describe where 
Spot, the dog, is.  
The baby room have been engaging in picture 
books. This is encouraging babies to get 
involved in basic listing and sitting skills.  
 

17th November 

Children In-Need 

If possible, could you 
send your children in 
clothes with polka dots. 
A minimum of a £1 
donation to go towards 
the charity.   

The Toddlers Pet Spider!  
The toddlers found a creepy crawler this month in the garden 
and decided to take care of it. They carefully placed it into a 
yellow hat and gathered around to look at their new catch. 
They began to sing “Incy Wincy Spider” and showed their key 
workers how good their sitting and concentrations skills are 
getting. They also gained great understanding of the world and 
their key workers were impressed by their independence skills.  

 

Your Room Leaders:  
 
Pre-School – Kathrine Lee Mellor 

 

Toddler Room – Fadia Khan 

 

Baby Room – Jessica Toft  

 

Key Messages for this Month!! 
Parents and careers, please remember to make sure your snack money and dinner money is up to date. You can check 
this with your child’s key worker. As the weather is changing, please ensure to send you children in appropriate clothing.  
Also please ensure, no personal toys or snacks are brought into the setting. If there any changes in phone numbers, 
please ensure the office know and all your contact details are up to date. Also, ensure to write your child’s name on their 
belongings.  
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